
 
Piano Progress Record  Name………………………………………. 

 
• Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work 

 
 
 
 
 

Level  One Can find middle C                
 Can play a 1 hand  melody using number code                
 Can play as above with steady rhythm                
 Can  demonstrate correct sitting and hand position                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Two: Can  find all the CDE''s on the piano                
 Can play  with 2 hands following numbered notes                
  Can play  with correct fingering                
 Can play in  rhythm using minims & semibreves                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Three Can find all notes on the piano                
 Can  repeat a song smoothly                
 Can play evenly with both left and right hands                
 Can show some understanding of music notation                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Four Can keep timing correctly using a lead in                
 Can play using quavers and rests                
 Can play a new song at this level without help                
 Can play using ties correctly                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Five: Can play using staccato and accents                
 Can play using dotted notes                
 Can play a C scale                
 Can read the music for treble clef notes                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Six Can play  keeping in good rhythm                
 Can play showing slurs and phrases                
 Can play first and second endings correctly                
 Can change hand positions                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Seven: Can read bass clef notes                
 Can always play with a steady rhythm                
 Can play two notes together on the same hand                
 Can play 4 different scales                
Date 
Completed: 

                

                 
Level Eight: Can play using F# and Bb and naturals                
 Can play some songs without notes named                
 Can perform successfully with a group                
 Can change hand positions smoothly                
Date 
Completed: 

                



 
Keyboards Progress Record  Name………………………………………. 

 
 

• Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
               

Level One Can use on/off, volume, headphones, voice                
 Can find middle C                
 Can play a simple melody using named notes                
 Can play as above with steady rhythm                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Two: Can find all the C D E notes on the keyboard                
 Can rhythmically play using minim & semibreves                
 Can usually demonstrate  using correct fingers                
 Can repeat  a song smoothly                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Three Can find all the notes on the keyboard                
 Can always demonstrate correct fingering                
 Can play to rhythmic accompaniment                
 Can adjust volume and tempo of above                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Four Can play song with chords                
 Can use the syncro and ending key                 
 Can play with  rests                
 Can play known songs smoothly and confidently                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Five: Can play chords with accompaniment                
 Can play with  a lead in note                
 Can play using staccato                
 Can play using dotted notes                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Six Can play a C scale up & down smoothly                
 Can play using three chords in one song                
 Can play using ties and D.C al Fine                
 Can play using quavers keeping rhythm                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Seven: Can play changing hand positions                
 Can play using 6 different chords                
 Can  play using f# and Bb                
 Can read and play Treble clef notation                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Eight: Can play in time with other instruments                
 Can play with 12 Chords                 
 Can play a song using  3 fingered chords                
 Can play book 3 songs confidently  and smoothly                
Date 
Completed: 

                



 
Guitar Progress Record  Name………………………………………. 

 
• Once students have completed Level 6 and have shown the teacher that they have a responsible attitude to guitar 

care, they can move onto electric guitar  
 
•        Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
               

Level One Can hold the guitar the right way around                
 Can name most parts of a guitar                
 Can use two chords                
 Can strum and change chords for a simple song                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Two: Can name all parts of a guitar                
 Can use four chords                
 Can demonstrate correct sitting and hand position                
 Can follow sheet and change without prompt                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Three Can change chords within three seconds                
 Can use six chords                
 Can strum with good rhythm to match the song                
 Can  name the 6 strings                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Four Can rejoin group on next line when place lost                
 Can use eight chords                
 Can strum in two different ways                
 Can play most chords without ‘buzzing’                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Five: Can change chords within one second                
 Can use ten chords                
 Can play  a simple melody following tab                
 Can tune a guitar with an electric tuner                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Six Can use 12 chords                
 Can bar chord Bm                
 Can play a scale                
 Can replace a broken string                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Seven: Can  operate electric guitar and amp correctly                
 Can use twelve chords                
 Can strum 3 or 4 different ways to a 4 beat                
 Can play in a relaxed and confident way                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Eight: Can  tune a guitar one other way                
 Can play keeping time with other instruments                
 Can play two or three bar chords                
 Can changes most chord known instantly                
Date 
Completed: 

                



 
Bass Guitar Progress Record  Name……………………………………… 

 
 

• Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
               

  Level One Can hold instrument correctly                
 Can name most parts of the bass guitar                
 Can name the four strings                
 Can follow bass tab for 1 string                 
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Two: Can follow bass tab for 2 strings                
 Can play 3 note tune smoothly on 1 string                
 Can play clearly and change within 2 seconds                
 Can name all the parts of the bass guitar                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Three Can keep a steady rhythm                
 Can play a 5 notes tune smoothly on 2 strings                
 Can plug into amp using correct procedures                
 Can consistently pack up when finished                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Four Can play a 7 notes tune on 3 strings                
 Can change notes instantly                
 Can play with clean sound                
 Can  use three fingers on both hands                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Five: Can follow bass tab for all strings                
 Can quickly play new patterns using all strings                
 Can play confidently and relaxed                
 Can tune the bass guitar                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Six Can play major and minor pentatonic scale pattern                
 Can play faster patterns                
 Can use shifted hand position                
 Can  play  a solo piece of 1 page                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Seven: Can regularly use finger exercises for agility                
 Can play using all the left hand fingers                
 Can play using all the right hand fingers                
 Can play with  a group                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Eight: Can successfully perform in a group                
 Can play using the 1 2 4 hand shape                
 Can slide on the fret-board, 1 position to another                
 Can play using the slap technique                
Date 
Completed: 

                



 

 
Drums Progress Record  Name………………………………………. 
 

 
• Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work - choosing one of the drum style books available 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
               

Level One Can name most parts of the drum kit                
 Can hold the drum sticks correctly                
 Can play one ‘beat’                
 Can  sit correctly                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Two: Can name all parts of the Drum Kit                
 Can usually play at the correct volume                
 Can play two more beats                
 Can demonstrate rocking motion with bass pedal                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Three Can play five beats or variations                
 Can read pictorial notation                
 Can always play at correct volume                
 Can consistently show  perfect sticking techniques                 
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Four Can play eight beats or  variations                
 Can play two fills                
 Can constantly keep a  steady rhythm                
 Can demonstrate four snare drum techniques                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Five: Can play  ten different beats or variations                
 Can  smoothly change from 2 beats  to  fills                 
 Can demonstrate understanding of drum notation                
 Can play four different techniques on high hat                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Six Can play 15 different beats or variations                
 Can play six fills                
 Can smoothly change from 4 beats to fills                
 Can demonstrate four ride cymbal techniques                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Seven: Can play  beats independently following notation                
 Can play along accurately to a tape or CD                
 Can play three part sequence for a song                
 Can choose a known beat to match a  genre                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Eight: Can play a solo piece following notation                
 Can play keeping the rhythm for other instruments                
 Can tune and adjust a drum kit                
 Can  create new beats and fills                
Date 
Completed: 

                



 

 
Recorder Progress Record  Name………………………………………. 

 
 

• Once students complete level 8 they can move onto extension work 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
               

Level One Can hold recorder correctly                
 Can play 2 notes smoothly and softly                
 Can play a simple melody using 2  named notes                
 Can play as above with steady rhythm                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Two: Can  show BAG notes                
 Can rhythmically play using minim & crotchets                
 Can tongue notes correctly                
 Can repeat  a song smoothly                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Three Can  using  rests                
 Can always demonstrate correct fingering                
 Can ususally play  smoothly and clearly                
 Can play using  dotted notes                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Four Can play using 5 notes                
 Can play demonstrating slurs                
 Can play using ties                
 Can play known songs smoothly and confidently                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Five: Can play using semibreves correctly                
 Can play with  a lead in note                
 Can play using staccato                
 Can play using  F#                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Six Can play a C scale up & down smoothly                
 Can play using  7 notes                
 Can play with good breath control                
 Can play using quavers keeping rhythm                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Seven: Can play  using  10 notes                
 Can play using F natural and Bb                
 Can  play  smoothly at all times (no Squeaks etc)                
 Can read and play Treble clef notation                
Date 
Completed: 

                

Level Eight: Can play in time with other instruments                
 Can  play in a 2 part duet                
 Can play a  new song independently                
 Can play most known songs confidently  & 

smoothly 
               

Date 
Completed: 

                



 

       
 

THEORY KNOWLEDGE PROGRESS CHART 
 

         (Tick & date when mastered) 

1.1   Note Values        

1.2   Note Names        

1.3  Rest Values        

1.4   Symbols        

1.5  Treble Clef Notes        

1.6  Time signatures       

1.7  Keyboard Keys       

Completed Level One       

2.1 More Note Values        

2.2  More Note Names        

2.3  Using Rests       

2.4  Bass Clef Notes        

2.5  More Symbols       

2.6   Tempo Terms       

2.7   Dynamic Terms       

2.8  Set out a music score       

Completed Level Two       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ledger Lines  

Key Signatures and scales of C, G, and F majors  

Key Signatures and scales A, D, and E Minor   

Tones & Semitones   

Intervals Major2nd & 3rd  

Minor 3rd & Perfect 4 & 5  

Tonic and Dominant Triads  

Now ready for Grade One Theory  

 

More music terms  

Dots and Ties  

Transposing  

 Adding bar lines  
 

Scales & key signatures up to 3 sharps and 2 flats   

 

Scales, major and minor sixth major 7th and octave  

 

Tonic, sub dominant and dominant Triads  

 

1st and 2nd inversions in the above keys  

Now ready for Grade Two Theory  

 

  

 

 



 

 

STUDENT MUSIC PROFILE      Name:                                           Year X  in 200x_                          
 

Practical Knowledge Developing 
Ideas 

Communication and Interpreting Understanding  
in context 

Creative 
Learning 

Instrument skills ‘Level’  General 
Theory 

Exploring & 
Responding 
to the 
Elements of 
Music 

 Keyboard Guitar Drums Other 

Performing 
skills 

 

T1 1 1 1 1 

T2 2 2 2 2 

T3 

CL3 CL3                  
 
  

3 3 3 3 

CL3 CL3 

Grade 1 4 4 4 4 

T1 5 5 5 5 

T2 

CL4 CL4 
 
 

6 6 6 6 

CL4 CL4 

T3 7 7 7 7 

Grade 2 
 
 

8 8 8 8 

 
 
 

CL 5           
                  
                  

CL5 

  .  

CL5 CL5 

Grade 3     

     

Grade 4 

CL6            
                  
                 

CL6 

    

CL6 CL6 

 
 
 
 

Blank = Working towards          CL = Curriculum Level        
A  =  Achievement                       Year Colour Code:   �              �              �              �              �            �                                                                    
M =  Merit                                                                                                        
E  =  Excellent                                                                                                  

   
 

 
 
 


